To what extent have you been able to
implement your return to work project, or
skills learned, to your situation?
•
•
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Made a policy for mine inspector
qualification and mine inspector credit
score assessment.
Give a sample of successful Australian
mining method when doing the mining
company inspection.
Become the instructor of mine
inspector training.
Become the speaker at a local
government event about the regulation
and its application.

What have been your successes?
As above. Also, applying the mine inspector
qualification from the Australian mines
inspector training and fixing the database
system of inspection results (mining book).
What have been the challenges involved?
The challenges include the database system,
the number of mine inspections, and illegal
mining that leaves the open area without
reclamation. The main challenge facing mining
agencies and inspectors is massive expansion
of informal artisanal and small scale mining.
The stagnation of economic development and
decentralisation has encouraged local
communities to mine illegally.

Although minerba law has governed such
issues, the implementation is not yet effective.
A large amount of funds is needed by the local
government to formalise the ASM. They need
to prepare the area feasibility study as well as
draft the reclamation and post mining plan
together with the community.
What are your future plans and the ultimate
goal of your project/work?
I have a plan to fix the database system of
inspection for the last five years. Also, to apply
the method of Australian standards in
Indonesia.
In the future, I will also implement my
knowledge at work and will start a mining book
database and yearly mining planning.

